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 CORPS CELESTE--HEAVENLY BODY 

          (TANKA FOR NEUSA) 

 

The Moon I'm  seeing  

In my lonely Montreal  

Is the Moon you'll see 

On crowded Atlantic beaches:  

Huge on top of the Appennines 

Poor pale substitute herald.  

   389 

 

 

 BROWN BROWN YOUR EYES  

 

Brown brown your eyes  

sad sad my thots  

while i'm not with you  

do you remember? 

 

Red red the maples  

eager my thots  

since i'm not with you  

why don't you come?  

 

Green green your belt-stone  

new blossoms will bud  

one week of not seeing you  

is three years long.  

 

 

                    4991 

 

 

 

SONG OF THE UNFINISHED DREAM 

(MIHATENU YUME) 

 



O love of comrades  

Sunlike        all-encompassing     

This concrete turn-off  

Clover-leaf-tangled      

                     eclipse 

Flittering like a firefly 

        5192 

 

 

 

      KORKYRA REVISITED: ANAMNESTIC STANZAS ON THE SPHINX 

Mais tel Brennus avec son épée, et d'avance,  

Ne suis-je dans un des plateaux de la balance? 

    Jules Laforgue 

--For Sergei Eizenshtein-- 

 

The stone lions from the citadel stretch & roar  

Bearding the unruly sea      o my message bearer  

Crouching ready to pounce      feeding on raw necessity  

Wine-coloured waves dissolve Lot's wives & the sight  

Of the iron heel stomping upon the boy. 

 

Milk-skinned green-eye, monster sweetly smiling,  

Her paw struck into the young questioner, between the crickets 

& bent olive trees at battery point, ice in 

Her iron blood      flaming hair       Potemkin front,  

No laurel leaves crowning their disjointed brows.  

 

Comrades die, bloated house-owners with blinds down,  

The questioning's gone with the heroes who hamstrung  

The iron heel:  

  now what's to be done regarding defiant  

Me, transfixed into boy wonderings by terror, buoyed 

Upon principle in my hopeful twenties, forever hanging 

 

On the sphinx's lips, making the stone stony?  

What was the monster for, by the loud echoing shores,  



Where the sun-sequinned sea held currents cold & warm?  

What discontent answer, after all the blood, at Colonus? 

 

Dead lions, live jackals & sheep. A learner in the fable  

He had to answer for the dead, shattered into shard.  

Leave, carrying the roar! The roar, lions rampant,  

A road not a state: orient auroral glow, persistent amid ice.  

 

Back at the winter palace, one & all, we ought to regret  

Much of the frozen general line, not too much,  

Bewailing nothing, not even the sweet claws, as for  

Unstilled me in particular.  

                                     1087-1192  

 

 



 HAIKU FOR H.K. 

 

Curiosity 

killed the cat, keeps you & me 

alert people, alive.  

                   25492 

 

 

     YEARNINGS 

 

Yearning, i search for  

One i could love. 

                   Wind & rain  

Blow thru subway tracks.  

 

  ***  

 

Smoothing out the moonlight  

She lies on her mattress, listens  

To the darkening wind.  

 

  *** 

 

How i wish, vain, to freeze  

Time's flow into a constant rock  

But this refractory world  

Will not solidify for me.  

 

  *** 

 

 HITOMARO: Akiyama ni/ otsuru momijiba/ shimashiku wa/ na chirima..gai so/ imo ga atari min  

Fading leaves, fluttering 

Upon Fall's slopes, pause please  

For my lover's sight.  

                           16592 

 

  *** 



FUSHIMI: Kajimakura/ hitoyo naraburu/ tomobune mo/ asu no tomari ya/ ono ga uraura 

Two skiffs, side by side 

This night, will they next day  

Lie in distant bays?  

 

                                16592  

 

 

 

HaiKu for H.K., H.K. 

 

Kind spacetime island  

Twinned sight of ships converging  

Spring rain 

                  caressing 

                     11493 

 

 

    ATLANTIS, KATATAGAE  

Katatagae (Jap.): a change of direction, to avoid crossing the 

path of dangerous forces 

--Homage to Tamura Ryûichi-- 

 

What may i do this night? Two precise dry palms get thru the locked & chained door in the 

high rise by the railway yard onto my shoulders. Winds are howling. With a slight pressure 

two cold lips touch the hollow above my shoulder-bone. A kiss without passion, not even 

friendly where i'm sensitive, touchy, irritable. It's too painful that i taste deep bliss. It is 

mourning.  

 

This town has changed utterly, turned into shapes from a Moon crater, tho the glossy postcard 

pictures look the same in deserted technicolor. One cannot see that it's airless, to be entered 

only in spaceman equipment, gingerly, as into a killer satellite. I seem to have lived my 

childhood there, among this town's early images, stained glass in the operetta square, glad & 

terrified, but not in this place whose fine blowing sands bury my exiled memories. Is there life 

beyond childhood? Ancient books of dubious authorship & disputed authority tell us so. 

Steadfastly, i've lived on more or less, on borrowed time, mortgaged space for half a century, 

in lieu of my sisters & mothers, my intestines revulsing but not yet spilled by the bombs' 

shrapnel. This, by current definition, is success. More or less, i understand i was happy, yet 

even this is too hard. Surely i have died in that old war & am now in the intermittent quasi-

peace of a tepid hell, for i'm not quite frozen, only the sly bombs explode from time to time 



down my throat. Surely i'm not this man, no nor this woman either, she's not my friend. I 

merely did the same things & in the bibliographies you'll find me adduced under his/her 

androgynous name. I wish i'd done all the undone things, realized both of us better in the whir 

of steely wings. I'm not my father, rather my inglorious mother looks mutely out of my eyes, 

always in the background. I have escaped the nationalist slaughters since i died. Ash-smeared 

hair at  this dry shipwreck in the intermundium fills me with curious disgust. Fierce arias 

attempt to arise from it. My tongue hangs out like a dog's, lapping for water. He who sticks his 

head into the sand shall grit his teeth. Hegelian Europe, Atlantis left for dead, O my snow-

white love! Winter king, O my lonely king! The self-punishment you received as your reward 

is very painful, even watching from afar. A proper distance is all.  

 

You didn't come to revive me, double refugee from the Saharas of two continents. It just 

happened by your way. You were a kind Maya woman out of Eisenstein embracing in a 

swaying warm hammock an incomprehensible refugee from forlorn Atlantis. The only 

remainders of its fertility are fragments i carry around, like spores on agar-agar. Over there are  

sands, but there's also stone, the Painted Desert. I do not like the rulers of this universe, no nor 

the rules.  I write to say how utterly i despise & resent them. Zion means end of desert, milk & 

honey, song of songs. The bankers & corporate hucksters desertify Zion, they are a personal 

outrage, a pain on harm's way. Please do not help them. I'm carried along in a nose-diving, 

dive-bombing universe. It is a dream from which i cannot awaken. You came to kill me. 

Zapata & Villa are dead too. You are finally burying me, in this  peace of high peaks. I am not 

a hero. But  i do try not to turn into a dune, i look into the mirror only & at that obliquely. The 

glass bells are tolling; loving means delight, then (ineluctably) suffering. Outside Atlantis now, 

you can hurt me a lot. eiyû iro wo konomu, the salvific pre-capitalist woman out of the East is 

an illusion. Will anybody now kiss, at tender & efficient length, your swelling nipples, your 

clitoris, the elegant curve of your tensing leg from hip to toe, your beautiful working hands 

awaiting Rimbaud? Has your palm run dry with equal brown stubbornness?  

 

These scars are wilted flowers from the station-corner hanaya. This world's Nessus-winter 

settles around me. I wish it hurt less. Dust falls from the air. I am not a masochist. Love is a 

dried-out date in a mirage oasis, we can't count on it. Even hate is no longer trustworthy, the 

only explosive standing up to bombs is constant, unceasing disgust.  Liking is a reliable water-

gourd, refillable. It brims over if enough care is taken. Liking you  very much in my fashion, 

i'd like you to like me (& all the world to be a song). Fashions come & go, gods die. The rising 

sun warms the Yucatan alligators & banyans, it also sets. Only the moments, their things and 

their tears are memorable--subjective objects. Lacrimae rerum,  dry bones, mono no aware. 

Tears rise to my eyes, i'm sorry, i did not wish it. The space winds are blowing, entropy grins 

thru the skull. Good! I thank you, in the name of my mother. Gods are also, may be, reborn: O 

rare miracle! Statistically impossible, of course, just like this watery planet we are salinizing, 

just like Atlantis, just like Haydn's Horseman Quartet, just like people: Not to mention (said he 

desperately & rhetorically) you & me, working together, warm cheek to shoulder hollow.  

 



(Glossary: eiyû iro wo konomu = the hero is addicted to carnal pleasures; hanaya = flower 

shop; mono no aware = the pathos of things.) 

                                                        31792 

 

 

         THE END OF MAGIC  

 

I shall not write poems any longer 

Who would i write it for?  

 

I shall take a silk scarf  

Twist it into knots cruelly 

 

You can read it from the face side  

Read it from the reverse side 

 

I shall not write poems any longer 

I shall send you the silk scarf.  

                            22792 

 

 

 SHIKISHI'S  SONG  

 

Some times in the past  

a pine wind moved us to exchange words 

We lay under the same cover, pillows  

side by side, in various  

double beds, loving each other  

in many ways.  

 

At the end  

pale blossoms, crimson leaves scatter  

A white cloud in the morning  

soft rain in the evening  

pass.  

     6892  

 



Pine trees in the high mountain, axes chop at them  

My beloved is not friendly, people will notice it  

They notice it but s/he does not mend  

For a long time s/he's grown used to it.  

 

Cypress trees at the graveyard gate, vultures gather on them  

The beautiful one is not friendly, my song chastises him/her  

It chastises her/him but s/he does not heed  

When it's too late s/he'll think of me.  

                                                  12892  

 

 

SHI-KING SONATA FOR AKIKO 

 

Lambskin & leopard sleeves,  

The woman i was with is so difficult; is there  

No other person? O your skin is fine & cool  

Will you like & befriend me?  

Waking & sleeping i ponder where to turn 

It's you i feel so deeply bound with. 

 

Lambskin & leopard sleeves,  

The woman i was with is unreliable; is there  

No other person? O your hands caress warmly  

Will you help & correct me?  

Waking & sleeping i toss hither & thither  

It's you i feel hungry & thirsty for.  

 

*** 

The fishes are in the fine-meshed net 

Carp & bream, a large catch  

I see this woman, she dresses in sable 

--I will meet you, your talk is close to my heart 

The fishes are in the strong-meshed net 

Tuna & bonito, a large trawl 

I know this woman even in my dreams 

--I have liked you, i'll stay with you one more night 



 

The sea is deep, it can't be exhausted 

Dolphins & whales scamper & dive 

When i go back, we may meet no more 

--(PRAY PUT HERE YOUR OWN TEXT AGAIN, WOMAN) 

 

 

*** 

O Sun O Moon why do you eclipse?  

I am wide awake, as if acutely wounded 

Bright the insult, i knock & beat my breast 

 

The heart was a mirror, yet a curtain was drawn  

When i go & complain, i meet with anger  

O Sun O Moon why do you eclipse?  

 

The heart is not a mat, it can't be rolled up 

The heart is not a rock, it can't be turned around  

O Sun O Moon why do you eclipse?  

 

A grieving heart is like an unwashed dress  

I'll beat it on the block, rub it on the board   

O Sun O Moon do not eclipse!  

 

 

  *** 

O how far away 

You do not remain with me  

 

O how far apart 

You do not keep me living 

 

& then we lose our horses  

& then we settle down  

 

We go & search for them in the forests  

Alas for us! Wilting is never sprouting.  



 

*** 

North wind is cold, falling snow thick  

If you're affectionate i'll hold your hand  

You are modest, you are slow  

Urgency cannot wait.  

 

North wind is piercing, fallen snow silent 

If you press breast to breast i'll go with you 

You are modest, you are slow 

Time does not tarry.  

 

Black is the raven, yellow the cayman  

This chess game won't finish well  

Key concepts are real but so are the locks  

Our bodies will not keep.  

 

  *** 

In the West the trees' branches curve down  

Sweet squashes cling to them  

By the shore of marshes sedges grow  

Wild geese fly along the land  

When i do not see her, my heart squeezes shut  

 

In the East schools of fishes are found  

They are caught in wicker baskets  

By the seashore seagrasses & wave  

Wild geese fly toward the island  

When i do not touch her, my heart is tied up  

 

Jet trails unravel in the sky 

The mayfly's wings shimmer for a brief while  

O the anxiety of the heart! Come stay with me!              

 

                                        14892  

 

 5 HAIKU ON MAN'YôSHû THEMES 



 

MAN'YôSHû 7:1934:  

at full tide the sea  

floods over the seagrass:  

we meet so seldom! 

 

LADY KASA, MAN'YôSHû 587:  

look at my poems:  

in the long years' snapped necklace   

i too shall think of you 

 

LADY SAKANOUE, MAN'YôSHû 661:  

now we've parted, if  

only now, expend on me  

some tender words! 

 

PRINCE KASUGA, MAN'YôSHû 669:  

show your colours clearly  

like oranges on southern slopes  

so that i understand  

 

OHTOMO YAKAMOCHI, MAN'YOSHU  692+720: 

how rough is my woman! 

as i think how she exhausts  

these twines of inner flesh 

 

 

  *** 

 

Loneliness :  

inky pines upon the knoll  

in the cold twilight  

 

 

  *** 

 

it does not last-- 



lonely room, crumpled bedding  

memories 

 

  *** 

TEIKA, hyakuban JA:  

evening calm  

seagrasses are charred for salt  

my body's yearning  

 

 

HOMAGES TO OGDEN NASH  

 

A woman who smiles at me 

With gaze epicanthic  

I find cuter than one  

Who looks North Atlantic.  

  * 

The women whose skin 

Is not blotched pink  

Have an advantage with me  

--More so if they think.  

      31892 

 

 

 TIME-CHANGE WINDS 

--Homage to Koide Ichijurô & Yanagisawa Rie-- 

 

The scarecrow scared off all ravens  

My black hair was loosened on the bedspreads.  

He is there, i am here  

Between us blows the wind.  

Temple bells tolled hoarse in the night  

I'm not sure i remember his voice.  

The smothering snows pile up day by day 

I bind black hair tight, so tight.  

                                  81092  

 



 

 

 WILLOW, WILLOW  

 

I set out unbowed  

To the West, the cold countries,  

Moon scudding thru clouds.  

Can the stones, can the bones  

Attain illumination? 

                       181192  

 

 

DOUBTING SSU-MA CHIEN (1) 

 

Peach & plum are mute  

How many Springs have passed on?  

Dew waters deep roots  

 

                       181192  

  

DOUBTING SSU-MA CHIEN  (2) 

 

Peach tree & pear tree  

Bloom silently;  

                will paths  

Appear beneath them?  

                        21292 

 

 

 FOURTH MONOLOG: KOI NO MICHI 

                              koi no michi = the Way/path of love 

 

I'm growing weary, my back & neck hurt 

I haven't found it, is it possible i won't?  

Where is that country, thru how many hot & cold  

Jungles ax in hand must i hew my way to find it,  

 



Where women beside their fat babies  

Carry beads of caresses strung down to  

Their breasts, twined around their waists,  

To bestow a lei on the suitable explorer  

 

Naming the blank spots on the continent  

Of kindness; where the acts of sex make  

Both of us glow, & it's not to be  

Thot of as taking, not as giving: 

 

Pledging a cup of comely body in friendliness  

To each other, in loving kindliness?  

                                     181192  

 


